Classe 300

Classe 300

a STYLISH choice

Elegant design
and modern technology
CLASSE 300 is the new video internal units range featured with

WIDE 7” TOUCH SCREEN DISPLAY enhanced by the glossy finish glass effect.

The main functions
are activated by
TOUCH SENSITIVE BUTTONS
identifiable by TACTILE GUIDE
for an easy recognition.

The curved and metalised
profile with rounded corners
helps to cancel the perception
of thickness giving a UNIQUE
STYLISTIC YIELD.
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Classe 300

Classe 300

for your STYLE

CLASSE 300 V13E
light finish

CLASSE 300 V13E
dark finish

CLASSE 300 V13M
with video door entry
answering machine
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CLASSE 300 is available in two finishes, light
and dark. It can be wall and table installed, to best
interpret your living style.

Classe 300

for a SIMPLE
approach to everyday gestures
CLASSE 300 can manage a wide range of functions simply and
intuitively and with a graphic interface inspired for
modern consumer devices
The TOUCH SENSITIVE button, controls the
main DOOR ENTRY SYSTEM functions.
A TOUCH GUIDE allows an easy BUTTON
recognition and drive.
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For simple access to all the functions
Leave a message with the NOTE function

Allows access

to the visitors you want

Answer

your visitor calls
You can adjust the screen settings
and select from different backgrounds
and ring tones

See what is happening outside:
you can see the pictures from the external
pushbutton panel camera or from the
cameras connected to your system
Use the CLASSE 300 to communicate
with the other rooms of your home or
with other homes
You can decide that the CLASSE 300

opens the door automatically

A

when you receive a call (you can activate and
deactivate the office function when you want)

If you need peace of mind, you can set
CALLS MUTED and set it on again
when you want

You can activate other functions which

are connected to your system, such as the staircase
lights or the locks of other gates
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You can leave a message
for the other people living
in the apartment.
The message can be
written using the
CLASSE 300 keypad or
recorded vocally and
displayed when you want.

CLASSE 300 V13M

Memory function: always well-informed even when you are out
Activate the answering machine (only CLASSE 300 V13M version) to record
a film clip of the visitor who was looking for you.

The film clips are recorded in your
internal unit and you can display
them when you want.

When you are out,
“to collect the package,
come in the afternoon”

you can record a message
for people looking for you.
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Classe 300
FEATURES AND FUNCTIONS

CLASSE 300V13E

CLASSE 300V13E

CLASSE 300V13M

344612

344613

344622

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

light

dark

light

wall / table

wall / table

wall / table

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

COLOUR VIDEO 7” TOUCH SCREEN
HANDSFREE
INDUCTIVE LOOP

(1)

FINISH
INSTALLATION
DOOR LOCK RELEASE
STAIRCASE LIGHT CONTROL
ENTRANCE PANEL ACTIVATION
INTERCOM (2)
ANSWERING MACHINE
NOTE FUNCTION
OFFICE FUNCTION
AVAILABILITY IN KIT
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1) Use by people wearing hearing aids fitted with T selector
2) Audio call, max. 3 minutes, between internal units of the same apartment/different apartments

7” Touch Screen
LCD display

Microphone

Line termination
ON/OFF
micro-switch

Configurator
socket

LED
notifications

Video door entry
answering machine

Presence of
NOTE messages

Bell
exclusion

Touch sensitive controls

Door lock
activation

can be customised to activate the most
commonly used quick functions (e.g.: intercom,
staircase lights, extra activations).

Loudspeaker

Plug-in connectors
with screw clamps
for connections
MINI-USB socket
for firmware update

Entrance panel
activation
Quick link

Discover the main
functions

Tactile guide

Handsfree
communication
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Classe 300
CATALOGUE
CLASSE 300V13E

Accessories

Dimensional data
22

162

344632

344612

344613

194

Table-top support

2 WIRE handsfree video internal units with inductive loop
and 7” colour TOUCH SCREEN LCD display available in
light and dark finish.

Accessory support (344632) for
the table-top installation of the
CLASSE 300 video internal units.

344612
344613
344622

CLASSE 300V13M

96

336803

344622

147

344632
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2 WIRE handsfree video internal unit with inductive
loop, 7” colour TOUCH SCREEN LCD display and
video door entry answering machine with call
audio/video memory. Available in light finish.

8-way cable
8-way cable with connector for
the connection of video internal
units in the table-top installation.

Size in mm

118

365621

365611

ALSO AVAILABILE IN KIT

Handsfree KIT with wide angle camera

365721

365711

One-family and two-family KIT consisting of LINEA 2000
METAL push-button panel, with colour wide angle camera
and CLASSE 300V13E video internal unit in light finish.

Handsfree KIT with memory,
wide angle camera and door lock release key card
One-family and two-family KIT consisting of LINEA 2000 METAL push-button panel,
with wide angle camera, proximity reader and CLASSE 300V13M video internal unit in
light finish, video door entry answering machine and call audio/video memory.
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